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'l'AX TREA.1'IIKNT OF REAL ESTATE GAIRS

WORKING GROUP:

The group was established by the Treasurer to address the
following questions:
Does the current tax treatment of real estate
transactions
ensure
that
a
fair
share
of
speculative profits are taxed.
If not,
what
improvements
to
the
existing
tax
treatment
could be made or what additional taxes could be
introduced.
The group consisted of individuals with different
backgrounds and represented a wide range of interests and
opinions.
In dealing with the Treasurer's questions, the
group identified and discussed four main policy issues:

A.

(a)

the effect of the current tax treatment of real
estate
transactions
on
the affordability
of
real estate;

(b)

the
effect
behaviour;

(c)

the revenue ra�s�ng potential of
on real estate gains; and

(d)

opportunities
system.

of

to

tax

policies

enhance

on

speculative

a special tax

fairness

in

the

tax

CUrrent Tax Treatment
(i)

CUrrent Tax Rules

Under current rules, gains derived from the sale of real
estate are, with two exceptions, taxed in the same manner as gains
derived from the sale of any type of property.
If the real estate
disposed of is inventory or a trading asset in the hands of the
taxpayer, any gain realized on the disposition of the asset will be
taxed at full individual or corporate rates.
Any loss realized on
the disposition will be deductible in the computation of income.
For individuals, the combined federal and Ontario tax rate in 1991
on income in excess of $83,633 was 49.11%.
For corporations, the
effective
combined
federal
and
Ontario
tax
rate
in
1991
was
approximately 44.3%.
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If
the
real
estate
disposed
of
constitutes
capital
property in the hands of the taxpayer, 75% of any gain realized on
the disposition of the asset will be taxed at full individual or
corporate rates.
If the taxpayer realizes a loss on the disposition
of the property, 75% of the loss can be deducted, but only from
capital gains.
Losses incurred in connection with the disposition
of capital property cannot be deducted in computing income from
other sources, eg. business, employment or professional income.
Whether a
gain
or loss from the disposition of any
property, including real estate, is to be treated as a capital gain
or loss or as ordinary income or loss, will depend on the intention
of the taxpayer when the property was acquired.
If the taxpayer
intended to use the property for investment purposes, the property
will be treated as capital property.
If the taxpayer intended to
trade in the property, that is, to make a profit by disposing of
the property rather than
by holding it,
the property will be
treated as a trading asset or inventory.
In determining what the
taxpayer's intention was, a number of factors, including the length
of the period of ownership, the frequency of similar transactions,
the reasons for sale and the financing of the property, will be
taken into account.
Exceptions
One exception is the exemption froa tax for gains derived
from the sale of a principal residence by an individual taxpayer.
This exemption applies only to the sale of a principal residence and
not to any other type of property.
The second exception is created by the recent change in
It should be noted
the $100,000 lifetime capital gains exemption.
that
this exemption will no longer apply to real estate gains
accruing after February 25,
1 992 or to gains realized on real
property acquired after February 29, 1992.
It should also be noted that there is no prov1s1on in the
Income Tax Act (canada) permitting a taxpayer who disposes of real
estate to elect to treat any gain derived from the sale as a
capital gain.
Such an election is available to a taxpayer who
disposes of Canadian securities.
(ii)

Tax Adwinistration

Personal income tax is levied under the Income Tax Act
(Canada) and the Income Tax Act (Ontario).
Tax on corporations is
levied under the Income Tax Act (Canada) and the Corporations Tax
Act (Ontario).

Quebec,

Since
1962,
Ontario
and
all
have had their personal income

other
provinces
except
tax collected under the

-
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provisions of the Federal-Provincial Tax Collection Agreements.
By
this arrangement,
the
federal government,
via Revenue Canada,
Taxation, is responsible for personal income tax administration and
In return for this service,
collection for all member provinces.
the
provinces
covenant
that
provincial
personal
income
tax
legislation and regulations will conform to federal statutes,
regul ations and interpretations.
While
•ost
provinces
have
their
corporations
taxes
collected
under
the
a uthority
of
the
Federal-Provincial Tax
Collection Agreements,
Ontario administers and collects its own
corporations taxes.
Even so, the federal and ontario statutes,
regulations and interpretations conform in most respects.
B.

current Bconallic Environment

The qroup spent some time discussing current economic
conditions in the province of ontario and there was a strong
perception that the economy had deteriorated from the time the
group was convened by the Treasurer in the summer of 1991 to the
All economic indicators at both the federal
date of this report.
and provincial levels would suggest that the Ontario economy is in
a state of serious recession.
Added to this problem is the fact
that federal and provincial government annual deficits are very
As well, government debt at both levels is at an all-time
high.
high.
It is clear that the high level of government debt and
budgetary deficits will impede governments in their attempt to
stimulate the economy.
At the same time, attempts to raise revenue
through fiscal measures is generally regarded as counter-productive
for the economy.
In its February 1992 Budget, the federal government
actually
reduced
tax
rates
and
enriched
certain
investment
incentives.
It would appear that current economic conditions have had
profound effect on the real estate market and may have funda
mentally altered traditional expectations and relationships.
It is
not uncommon to find that real estate values in both the residential
and commercial sectors have fallen 25% to 40% over the last two
years.
The federal government has recognized the poor condition of
the residential real estate market and, in its February 1992 Budget,
permitted
individuals
to withdraw
$20,000
from RRSPs for the
purposes of acquiring a house.
It also reduced the down-payment
requirement to 5% for properties that qualify for NHA mortgage
insurance.
a

Quite apart
from current economic conditions,
it is
unlikely that we will see a return to the boom period that charac
terized the real estate market in the second half of th� 1980s.

-
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That boom began with pent-up demand from 1981-2 recession.
augmented by the entry into the market of the baby
quickly
This was
The level of demand that
levels of immigration.
high
and
boomers
by unprecedented
.agnified
then
was
factors
these
from
resulted
All this,
eco
s
'
Ontari
in
gro�h
real
and
income
in
�omy.
qrowth
?
.
.
ry
h1gh
1nflat1ona
relat1vely
of
a
per1od
to
rise
gave
in turn,
expectations.
While the current recession may have created some pent-up
demand
in
the
market for
residential
properties,
there
is
no
corresponding demand for industrial and commercial real estate.
In
fact, there is ample evidence that there is a significant over
This
supply of commercial and industrial real estate in Ontario.
will
mean
that there will
be
adequate resources to
meet
any
increased demand for housing.
As well, high real rates of interest
and the emergence of the baby-bust factor mean that the demand of
the 1980s will not be repeated in the 1990s.
In addition, recently
released figures indicate that the rate of inflation is less than 2%.
c.

Speculative Behaviour

The group looked both at whether or not speculation
such should be discouraged and at the potential effectiveness
using the tax system to do so.
It also addressed the question
how one might define �ation s ufficiently clearly for use
defining a potential tax base.

as
of
of
in

To
the
extent
that
speculation
exists,
it
has
both
positive and negative influences.
On the positive side, speculation
increases liquidity and enables a hedging of risks.
It increases
liquidity by increasing the number of buyers and sellers in the
market.
It reduces risks by enabling developers to hedge the risks
associated
with
carrying costs.
Associated with this is
the
argument that speculation contributes
to
the
maintenance of a
larger
inventory
of housing
on
the :market.
For example,
the
practice of
pre-selling,
which is often cited as
speculation,
reduces builders' financial risks and thereby reduces the required
rate
of
return
and hence,
housing prices,
and encourages the
expansion of the housing stock.
On the negative side,
speculation may magnify the boom
and bust cycle in the real estate market by increasing the volatility
and level of housing prices in the short run .
Under some circum
stances, speculation may also contribute to tenant nervousness and
increase rates of household turnover.
The group found that purely specu1ative activities could,
generally, not be isolated from the ordinary business and investment
activities
of
taxpayers.
Furthermore,
there
was
no evidence
brought before the group to suggest that there was any$iqnificant
or undue speculative behaviour in the Ontario real estate market
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today.
There is, therefore,
little basis for introducing anti
speculative legislation since there are few benefits to be gained,
but
significant
potential
long-run
costs
associated
with
such
legislation.
D.

Revenue Generation

After examining the revenue implications of special taxes
on real estate gains in Ontario and other jurisdictions, the group
concluded that these taxes generally raised little revenue.
They
also observed that such taxes were often subsequently rescinded.
The qroup reached no conclusions as to the revenue potential for
any new taxes.

are

The group also noted that the goals of revenue generation
fundamentally at odds with goals of eliminating speculative

behaviour.
E.

Affordabili ty of Rea1 Estate

The tax
system
can also be used to influence housing
affordability.
This can be done through the
provision of tax
incentives to encourage demand or supply, or through the provision
of
tax
disincentives
to
discourage activities
which may reduce
affordability.
Positive tax incentives can take many forms.
These in
clude such existing incentives as no tax on imputed net rent and no
tax on capital gains on a principal residence,
and capital cost
allowance in excess of economic depreciation on residential invest
ment
properties,
as
well
as
the recently
proposed
ability
to
withdraw RRSP funds on a tax-free basis for home ownership.
They
also
include
such
potential
incentives
as
mortgage
interest
deductibility
and
property
tax
deductibility
for
principal
and the use of tax-free home ownership savings plans;
residences,
accelerated
depreciation
and
expensing
currently
capitalized
construction costs on residential investment property; and equalizing
property taxes on rental and home ownership housing.
Tax incentives
operate by increasing the flow of resources to the housing sector.
Such incentives are appropriate if market imperfections inhibit the
optimal allocation of resources to housing, if positive externalities
in housing consumption exist and are unexploited,
or if housing
policies
are
used
as
a
•second-best•
solution
for
income
redistribution.
No evidence was presented to the group to indicate
additional tax incentives are required for these reasons, or to
indicate insufficient resources are being devoted to housing.
Negative

tax

i ncentives

can

be

used

to

discourage

a

variety of activities which may be thought to reduce affordability,
such
as
monopoly
or
oligopoly
concentration
of
ownership
and
speculative activities.
No clear-cut evidence was presented to the
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group to establish a precise
housing affordability.
Under

link
between these activities and
certain circumstances,
speculation

can
increase
short-term
volatility
in
the
housing
market
and
increase housing costs over part of the housing cycle.
Any such
increase in house prices is temporary and self correcting, and may
be
counter-balanced
by the
additional
liquidity such behaviour
provides.
To the extent that positive speculative holdings exist,
housing prices may also be higher in the long run if new construction
costs increase with the stock of housing.
This effect, however, is
unlikely to be significant in the long run because supply will
expand to compensate for this demand.
Finally, even if speculative
activity increases housing costs during the final stages of a
housing boom, no evidence was provided to indicate that the benefits
from curtailing this activity warrant the long-term costs associated
with the loss of liquidity in the market.
Consequently, we do not
recommend any
additional negative
taxes
to attempt to
enhance
housing affordability.

F.

Special Real Estate Taxes in Ontario and other Jurisdictions

The group investigated experience and practice in taxation
of real estate gains in Ontario and o ther jurisdictions.
The goal
of this aspect of the group's work was to identify lessons from the
experience of other jurisdictions that might be relevant to the
taxation of real estate gains in Ontario.
The group identified and investigated in general terms
precedents for special taxes on speculative-type real estate gains.
It found that special taxes on real estate gains had been enacted
in the past in Alberta (1913 to 1951) and Ontario (1974 to 1979) in
canada and in Great Britain (1967 to 1971) and Australia (New South
Wales, 1970 to 1973).
current special taxes on real estate gains
are found in Vermont (since 1973) and in Japan (Tokyo) and Taiwan.
In general,
the group found that these taxes were in
effect for relatively short periods of time,
raised relatively
Although
little
revenue
and
were
administratively
complex.
conjectures might be made about the reasons for the early repeal of
these taxes (little revenue raised; end of the price boom that led
to their establishment; change of government) the group was not
able to identify in the literature any clear evidence that points
either to success or to failure of these taxes.
The group also concluded that special circumstances in
Vermont
(concern about massive out-of-state development)
and in
Japan
(Tokyo)
and Taiwan
(High urban density and extreme price
pressures) limited any value these precedents might have for such a
tax in Ontario.
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G.

Fairness

The group examined the concept of fairness in the context
of three general principles:
horizontal equity, vertical equity
and social equity.
With respect to horizontal equity, the group was generally
of the opinion that the current tax treatment of real estate gains
larqely satisfies this requirement.
The new restriction on the
ability of taxpayers to utilize the capital gains exemption in
connection with real estate gains, however, places vendors of real
estate (other than principal residences) at a serious disadvantage
Some members of the group expressed
as compared to other taxpayers.
concern
about
this
inequity
and
exception
to
the
concept of
horizontal equity.
With respect
to vertical equity,
the group was again
g enerally of the opinion that this requirement is largely satisfied
by the current tax treatment of real estate gains as provided for
in
the
Income
Tax Act
(Canada)
and the Corporations Tax Act
(Ontario) since higher-income households pay proportionately more
tax than lower-income households with respect to gains on real
estate.
For the most part, the issue of fairness focused on the
concept of social equity, and it was in this area where there was
the greatest differences of opinion.
This issue subdivided into
three more specific concerns.
One had to do with the nature of
land,
another with factors that contribute to rising land values
and the third with housing affordability.
With respect to the nature of the land, some melllbers of
the group were of the opinion that, for a number of reasons, land is
a unique commodity and that this uniqueness should be reflected in
Other members emphasized the fact that land,
special tax treatment.
like all other commodities, is developed by private enterprise in
the context of a free market.
It vas concluded, therefore, that
special
(i.e. harsher)
tax
treatment in the absence of other
fundamental changes in the development process would result in
severe market distortions and hardShip for the general public.
Some members of the group expressed the opinion that
increases in the value of real estate result from public investment
andjor
community
action
(i.e.
zoning
changes,
publicly-funded
infrastructure, etc.).
It was suggested that this could justify a
special tax on real estate that returns a portion of the increase
in value to the community.
Other :members suggested that current
profit margins compensate for risk that results from the vagaries
of
government
standards,
policies
and
regulations.
As well,
appreciating real estate already yields additional revenues through

-

the process
system.

of

reappraisal

to

8
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market

value

in

the

property

tax

The group addressed the issue of housing affordability
from two distinctly different perspectives.
One dealt with using
the tax system to lower prices and the other involved utilizing the
capacity of the tax system for wealth redistr1bution.
With respect to lowering prices, the general conclusion
was that a special tax on real estate gains would not result in
lower long-term price·levels.
Under some circuastance, special tax
treatment may smooth the peaks and valleys of boom/bust cycles but
the group was concerned about the long-term costs that could attend
this short-term benefit.
With respect to wealth redistribution, it
was the general opinion of the group that the net revenue generating
capacity of a special tax on real estate gains was so low that no
significant wealth redistribution would be possible.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Treasurer has asked whether the current tax treatment
of real estate transactions ensures that a fair share of speculative
profits is taxed.
The group considered, primarily, the carrent tax treatment
of such gains, the current economic conditions and the effect of
speculative behaviour on the affordability of real estate.
With respect to the current tax treataent of real estate
gains, the group could find no significant distinctions between the
current tax treatment of such gains and the current tax treatment
of gains from the disposition of other types of property.
The
exceptions are the treatment of principal residences and the new
restriction on the applicability of the capi� gains exemption to
real estate gains.
With respect to the curre nt econonc environment,
the
group concluded
that
there is no evidence
of
any significant
speculation in real estate in Ontario today.
Furthermore,
the
evidence that was available indicated that the inflationary pressures
of the 1980s were not likely to recur in the 1990s and that,
consequently,
real
estate
speculation
should
be
of
relatively
little significance in the foreseeable future.
In any event, there is considerable doubt as to whether
speculative activity has any significant net adverse consequences
even when it does exist in the economy.
Since both in the United
States and at the federal level in Canada, governments have been
prompted to
introduce
measures that
will
increase
real
estate
activity,
the introduction of
negative
incentives in the real
estate
sector
would
appear
quite
inappropriate
at ·this
time.
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Governments have, generally,
recognized that a healthy and viable
real estate market is fundamental to the preservation of financial
institutions and private capital.
In the light of these findings, it is the recommendation
of the majority of the group that there should be no change in real
estate taxation that causes a different tax treatment for real
estate
and
other
assets,
and
that
under
the
current
economic
conditions, there is no justification for an increase in the tax
burden on real estate transactions.
Inequities in the current tax
There is no evidence, however, that such
system undoubtedly exist.
inequities
are
peculiar
to
real
estate
or
that
taxpayers who
realize gains on the disposition of real estate have an advantage
over other taxpayers.
Consequently,
the
majority
of
the group
recommend
no
change in the existing tax treatment of real estate gains.
There
may be some justification in a re-examination of the federal and
provincial systems of taxation in order to determine whether the
interests of all Canadian are being served although, even in this
context, the current economic conditions in Ontario and Ontario's
competitive
position
in
North
America must,
at
all
times,
be
recognized.
March 23,

1992.
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ADDENDUM
As indicated by my signature on this report, I am in fundamental agreement with the analysis

and recommendations of the document.

However, there are a number of com.ments and

recommendations which I would have lilred· to see included. Given the unrt250nable direcdve
by the Tn:asurer

on

March 16, 1992 that Worting Group members choose between the draft

reports as available at that time and submit final comments by March 23, 1992, there was not
time to consider the integration of these commmts with the main report.
In the course of our deliberations, the Working Group discussed on several occasions a concern

that a more restrictive tax treatment of real � gains as they effect residential rental properties
could lead to higher rents for tenants in the province. This discussion is referenced in the
separate report drafted by Professor Marion Steele when she notes that some group members
believe that a tax on Jong-tenn gain would tend to reduce affordability for renters in the long
•

run,

by reducing the long-term attractiveness of investment in real estate to investors..

•

Based

on the economic discussions which I heard in the group, I am of the view that, in fact, this
argument can also be applied to taxation of even relatively short-term real estate gains,
particularly when the recent federal budget changes already provide a substantial incentive to
invest in fields other than real estate.
This is a vital consideration given that the affordability of rental housing is a

concern in the province.

subject of constant

A wide variety of policies at all three levels of government already

contribute negatively in this area: rent controls as they impact long-term supply, the much higher
property taxation of large rental buildings

V'CrnlS

single-family homes, development levies and

a host of other measures contribute to higher rent levels than would otherwise be nPCPSSary. Any
consideration of changes to the tax treatment of real estate gains should evaluate very rigorously
the impact of such changes on rental affordability. Based on the lack of documentation provided
to the Warldng Group, it appears that this issue is often not adequately considered when capital

gains changes are debated.
On quite a different issue, the Working Group also spent a

substantial amount of time �'ssing

the current application of the principal residence exemption.

While I am wholehe.arte1Dy in

agreement with the recommendation of this report that the exemption from capital gains tax on
sale of a principal residence be maintained, I believe that it is worth recommending further
scrutiny with regard to the definition of principal residence.

Specifically , it was

suggested by

several members of the group that the practice of allowing taxpayers with more than one

residence to choose the one to which they wish to appl y the residence exemption be reconsidered .
If the purpose of the measure is to promote homeownersbip, the property to which the exemption

is applied should be the home- i.e., they place where the taxpayer principally resides- not a
cottage, secondary residence or other pwperty.

• •
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REPORT
OF PART OF THE
REAL ESTATE GAINS WORKING GROUP
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
PREAMBLE
Over the past two decades Ontario has seen immense �ts in house prices, far
greater than any which occurred in the 1950s and 1960s The volatility of the last two
decades culminated in the extraordinary 1985-1989 boom centred in southern Ontario.
Nonresidential real estate was affected by the same phenomenon..
.

While the boom was underway spirits were high and there was a rush to buy. At the
same time, there were concerns. Some people who had ex:pecrerl to become homeowners
found prices unexpectedly high. Some social housing groups found land priced beyond
their reach. The boom redistributed wealth in an arguably capricious and socially
dysfunctional way. Some speculators, especially those engaging in so-called "quick flips",
may not have paid their fair share of taxes either because their gain was reported as a capital
gain instead of an income gain or because unreponed transactions escaped the collection
mechanisms of both of the Income Tax and Land Transfer Tax svsrems. Some non-resident
purch� were able to structure their transactions to avoid paying the 20 per cent non
resident Land Transfer Tax. The general perception that this type of transaction frequently
took place was destructive of public confidence in what is and must remain largely a
voluntary compliance tax system
Booms are inevitably followed by busts. The greater the excess, usually the greater
the correction. Ontarians have been living through a severe cmrection for two years. They
are now well aware of the widespread damage caused by the deflation following
overshooting prices and over-expansion. Homeowners w ho have to sell find it difficult to
do so. S ellers who had bought towards the end of the boom realize heavy losses. Both
residential and commercial landlords have difficulty finding tenants. The weakness in the
real estate market transforms previously safe mortgages into risky assets, results in
foreclosures, and endangers the creditworthiness of financial insrimrions. Perhaps worst of
all, new investment is greatly depressed and there are heavy job losses in the construction
sector.
During a recession there is time to consider alternatives and, with the lessons of the
last boom painfully evident, there is motivation to tty to prevent the worst excesses from
recurring. In that spirit this report is written and its recoiiiiDelifarions are made.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The working group considered many possible tax changes. but the undersigned
oecided to adopt a cautious approach, recommending only three changes.
1.
Enhanced enforcement: The first recomme ndation is directed at increasing
fairness and discouraging speculation by tightening the Land Transfer Tax and the
reporting requirements for transactions. The aim is to

Page2
•

•

caprure land transfer tax on quick flips (e.g. sales of �ts of purchase
and sale)
caprure fully the special land transfer tax of 20 pert:em on foreign purchases of
re..crearia1al and agricultural land.

The reco�on is:
(a)

The Land Transfer Tax Act and/or Regulations sboald be amended to
provide that on registration of any transfer of real eSClle tbe Land Transfer
Tax Affidavit be delivered by both the transferor and me mmsferee and, if
there is any difference between the value of the� received by
the transferor and the value of the consideration paid by the transferee, the
chain of intermediate transactions be fully disclosed by ea:::h of them to the
extent it is within their knowledge. This information wuo1d be used by the
authorities in enforcing land transfer tax on the into:nciiare mmsact:ion, if
applicable, and in enforcing payment of income tax.

(b)

The non-resident land transfer tax should be tightened to make it clear that
changes in beneficial ownership are subject to tax, � of the form
of the transaction.

These changes would increase land transfer tax revenue and� disclosure for income
tax liability.
2.
Taxation of quick flips: The second recommendation bas two purposes. The
frrst purpose is to discourage shon-term speculative purchases.. To the extent that
speculators buy during booms and sell during busts, discouraging speculative purchases
would tend to dampen the boom and bust cycle in real estate � The second purpose is
to increase clarity in the tax treaonent of real estate capital gains... h would in one imponant
respect-a period of holding requiremen�e Ontario's tax trearnJmt of real estate gains
more like that of ImSt other OECD countries. The aim is to ensure thai gains on real estate
holdings of less than two years are taxed as ordinary income. Nore that this would have
little effect on the riskiness of long term investment: if a long n::nn investor found it
necessary to change plans and sell within two years, he or she wuo1d bear additional tax
only if there in fact had been a gain.
The recomiiCldatio n is:
A minimum holding period of two years should be neressary in <Irler to qualify
for capital gains treatment for an intereSt in real estate. 1lris shoold be done b y
means of changes i n the federal Income T ax Act
If that is not possible, Ontario should impose a tax on real c:sDte gains which
(a)

are reponed as capital gain for pmposes of income ta.� and

(b)

are realized on properties held for not more than two years.

In the case of an Ontario-only tax the tax rate should a graduated one. For
example the tax could be 25 percent of the indivjdual's axnbiDed federal and
Ontario ma::rpnai income tax rate, in which case the rate foc !he highest income
individuals woold be about 12.5 percent.
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REPORT
OF PART OF THE
REAL ESTATE GAINS WORKING GROUP
PREAMBLE
Over the past two decades Ontario has seen immense movements in house prices, far
greater than any which occurred in the 1950s and 1960s. The volatility of the last two
decades culminated in the extraordinary 1985-1989 boo m centred in southern Ontario.
Nonresidential real estate was affected by the same phe�on.
While the boom was underway spirits were high and there was a rush to buy. At the
same time, there were concerns. Some people who had expec1ed to become homeowners
found prices unexpectedly high. Some social housing groups found land priced beyond
their reach. The boom redistributed wealth in an arguably capricious and socially
dysfunctional way. Some speculators, especially those engaging in so-called "quick flips",
may not have paid their fair share of taxes either because their gain was reported as a capital
gain instead of an income gain or because unreported transactions escaped the collection
mechanisms of both of the Income Tax and Land Transfer Tax systems. Some oon-resident
purchasers were able to structure their transactions to avoid paying the 20 JX7 cent non
resident Land Transfer Tax. The general perception that this type of transactio n frequently
took place was destructive of public confidence in what is and must remain largely a
voluntary compliance tax system.
Booms are inevitably followed by busts. The greater the excess, usually the greater
the correction. Ontarians have been living through a severe corn::c tion for two years. They
are now well aware of the widespread damage caused by the deflation following
overshooting prices and over-expansion. Homeowners wbo have to sell find it difficult to
do so. Sellers who had bought towards the end of the boo m realize heavy losses. Both
residential and co mmercial landlords have difficulty finding tenants. The W\:::akness in the
real estate market transforms previously safe mongages into risky asse� results in
foreclosures, and endangers the creditworthiness of financial institutions. Pemaps worst of
all, new investment is grearly depressed and there are heavy job losses in the construction
sector.
During a recession there is time to consider alternatives and, with the lesson s of the
last boom painfully evident, there is motivation to try to prevent the worst excesses from
recuning. In that spirit this repon is written and its �ons are made.
1

.

INTRODUCTION

The working group on the taxation of real estate gains was established by the Treasurer to
address the following questions:
Does the current tax treatment of real estate transactions
ensure that a f air share of speculative profits are taxed? If
not, what improvements to the existing tax treatment could
be made or what additional taxes could be introduced?
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PATRICK}. BOYLE
Breslau, Ontario

March 20, 1992

The Honourable Floyd Laughren
Treasurer of Ontario and Minister
of Economics
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
Dear Mr. Laughren:
I am writing as a member of the Ontario Fair Tax Commission
working group you appointed in June of 1991 to review the fairness of the
current tax treatment of real estate transactions.

You appointed eighteen members to this working group along

with a number of civil servants from relevant Ministries and several staff
members of the Fair Tax Commission. Our working group held its first
meeting in the begiruring of July, 1 991 and we have met regularly for the last
nine months. Our meetings were initially to learn about the issues. This
educational process alone took a considerable period of time given the
varying backgrounds of the working group members and because of the large
number of factors which people perceive as contributing to the related issue
of the affordability of real estate generally.
The working group then
continued to meet to discuss and consider the different issues before us and
more recently it had been working on developing its written report to you.
I recognize that it has taken the working group much longer

than you had originally anticipated to get to where it is. The members are
painfully aware of this as it has been our volunteered time that has stretched
out to nine months from the original two months you asked of us. I am sure
that all of the working group members feel that the time has been well spent
and was necessary for such a large and diverse group to fully address the
difficult and, at times, emotional issue of a speculation tax which you put
before us.
Having been a participant in the process to date, I was both
surprised and disappointed by your letter of this past Monday, March 16th. By
your letter you have unilaterally terminated discussion and ended the process
of working towards a consensus. You have insisted that members report to
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you on their support for one of two draft reports or any separate report which
they may choose to develop. You have placed a deadline of next Monday,
March 23rd on making our individual submissions. The problem such a
short time period creates is exacerbated by the fact that this is the March
holiday week for most Ontario school children. It is my view that this action
by you has been the single most damaging event affe cting our working
group's progress.
Your understanding of the breakdown of the working group into
different groups ranging from members of the real estate development
community that would benefit from maintaining the status quo at one end
through to a group of more left-leaning socialist members interested in
u psetting the status quo is correct. I canno t believe that you find this
surprising given the fact that you intentionally chose people from
throughout the spectrum based on their credentials of being associated with
certain interests or causes in our society. I earnestly believe that the members

of each of these different groups, along with all of the other members of the
working group, were sincere and candid about their respective positions and
in their dedication and efforts in working through these differences.
In addition, there were a number of members of the working

group who could not fairly be described as being in the groups at either end of
the range. These people, of whom I feel I am one, were not in complete
agreement with either of these groups on each issue and proposal discussed
and were not able to subscribe fully and in an unqualified way with all of the
positions of either of these groups. With the exception of the authors of each
of the two draft reports that were circulating as at the date of your letter of this
past Monday, I doubt that any member felt that either of these draft reports
were documents they could fully subscribe to.
You should be aware that the working group was very well and
ably served by Matthew Akman, the Fair Tax Commission staff member
attached to our group and that Barbara Ostroff, our designated "facilitator",
made a valuable contribution to the process. I feel we were also very ably
assisted by each of the provincial Ministry representatives sitting in on our
working group meetings. It was our group's aim to develop a single report
and to that end several drafts of a single group report were circulated and
discussed. This process was only abandoned when a number of members
perceived that that one of the appointed Commissioners of the Fair Tax
Commission, as distinct from its staff members, was trying to advance his
own views by becoming involved in the drafting of the r eport between
meetings of the group. H that perception was correct, it would be highly
inappropriate given that you have structured the Fair Tax Commission
process to have the working groups report to you separately from the reports
that the Commissioners themselves have been asked to deliver to you on the

3.

same topics. In any event, the perception that this was occurring was
sufficient to trigger the end of working en a single draft report.

This was not however the end of the group's commitment
towards trying to work towards a single report. It was agreed that two
different persons or groups of persons who are working group members

would undertake the task of trying to prepare separate draft reports which

could form the basis of a single consensus report. These were the two draft
reports that were circulating as at the date of, and to which you refer in, your
letter of Monday, March 16th.
By way of this my individual report to you, I must tell you that I
cannot describe any of the reports being delivered to you as fully setting out
my views, my concerns or my recommended solutions to the issues you
referred to our working group. I believe that there is merit in each of the
reports or draft reports that I have read and that you should not discount any
of them.
v iew.

They

are

each well reasoned and represent legitimate points of

In the last several days, I have participated in the finalization of

one of these reports. A copy of that report is attached. On balance, I feel that
this report more closely reflects my views and there is nothing in this report

with which I disagree.
I have learned much from my involvement with this working
group of the Fair Tax Commission. I trust you will learn from each of the
reports being submitted to you by our working group members.

P]B/a

Patrick}. Boyle

Enclosure

a:

Mr. T. Robii6m
Chairman of the working group

a:

Mr.M.Akman
Fair Tax Commission

a:

All woriing group Iranbers

a:

All civil servants attached to worling group
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